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CHAPTERI 

AN AESTHETIC ARTICULATION 

This small collection of poems reflects several years worth of late night beer 

drinking, disastrous relationships, and the opportunity to leam how to wTÍte from a group 

of gifted and dedicated teachers and students. And I do mean teachers in the overall and 

best sense of that moniker. I know I have been fortunate in this regard. While at times I 

have resisted their advice, overall the dialogue with each of them advanced not only my 

understanding of poetry, but myself 

I have constantly stmggled with the notion of my writing as a corpus poetica. I 

present here a small cross-section of that body which I hope reflects the direction I am 

currently pursuing: to re-invest everyday experience with a sense of significance and 

beauty. The goal is to utilize the tools in a writer's workshop to accomplish that end, so 

that the poem is a balanced success on as many levels of comprehension as possible. 

The collection presented here is grouped in a kind of "petal" stmcture, roughly 

f ve smaller bracts of poems which share a commonality. Though any grouping could be 

labeled "arbitrary," I hope the reader will recognize the suggested connections. My 

intent here is to illuminate these intertwining ideas and utilize them to illustrate my 

particular aesthetic concems. 

"Darkroom" opens the initial cluster by inviting the reader into the poem to 

identify with the imperative: "You come here to develop/..." in a literal and 

metaphorical sense. These first six narrative poems, sparked by an immediate 



experience, rely on the specificity of individual details to shoulder the emotional 

burden. While "Darkroom" depends on the particulars of photography to push the 

emotion forward, the other poems, though varied in details, use the same technique to 

tell a tale. 

For example, "Awake in the Alamo" employs a catalogue of pictures on the wall, 

setting up the fmal image of departure with the Texas map: "pink flamingos splashing," 

"field of wildflowers," or "red parasol," depicting the surroundings which motivate the 

speaker's narrative. Though the images cover the wall, they carmot cover up the sense of 

loss felt at the end of the poem. My belief here is that if the reader can see the images 

he/she can feel the emotion of the poem as T.S. Eliot claims, "The only way of 

expressing emotion in the form of art is by fmding an 'objective correlative.'" And 

"Relative in Little Rock" strives for the same goal, using flowers as the overarching 

image to embody the particular emotion for the reader. 

This series ends with "Watching Blondes at the Saigon Café" which relies on a 

catalogue of characters as well as details from the immediate surroundings. The specifics 

here use menu items to push the narrative forward with literal puns, such as "main 

dishes," and surprising line breaks, such as "waiting on spring/rolls...," "...married, 

waited on/soup...," as metaphors of desire. The goal of the ending was to create an even 

more surprising sexual pun, since desire is not acted upon but simply discussed. 

The second grouping focuses on relationships that are superficially working on 

some level, usually physical, and at times there is even the implication of depth yet these 

pairings ultimately fail. Since "Saigon Café" ended with the idea of "heaven," I wanted 



to re-ground the reader, literally, yet seeing "sand" as "sugar" links the poems with the 

food images. Thus, there is a turn in the manuscript as well as an unbroken connection. 

"Timberline" and "Epiphany" are both attempts to play with form much more 

overtly. "Epiphany" is short and compact in form and content: a simple fire/flame motif 

represents love and desire intermpted by inaction on the part of the speaker. My primary 

goal here was not so much an "epiphany" at the end of the poem, but more at the end of 

each line. For example, "One day you wake up and know/ you were meant to stir the 

fire" suggests action by the speaker; I broke the lines this way to try and push the idea of 

significance beyond the everyday. Though this poem is relatively uncomplicated, I 

strived to impart a larger sense, almost a cosmic destiny, in the way the lines suggest their 

own independent meaning not limited by the scope of the poem. The penultimate line, 

"and remember the local flame," refers not just to the fire at the begirming, and not just to 

a lost chance at love, but to the irmer flame of discontent which pushes us to search for 

something more, something beyond ourselves. 

"Timberline" strives for a similar end, though its form represents its content as the 

snake image is reflected in the serpentine one word lines. Though I don't remember the 

initial impetus for this poem, other than the obvious reflection on a past lover, I do 

remember the difficulty in fmding just the right word, and not just the right word, but the 

right tone of the right word. This poem went through many, many drafts, and I am still 

fussing with the ending. 

This section ends with "Vacant Lot," my one overtly Biblical homage. As with 

"Timberline" the ending here has been consistently problematic. Like the first group of 



poems, it too relies on specificity of detail to promote its emotional impact. But unlike 

the first group of poems, which are more autobiographical, "Vacant Lot" is purely 

fictional, though inspired by the story of Lot's wife. I wanted to invert it somehow, to 

put the emphasis on the male character as the victim, but a victim by choice, not by 

chance, as the circumstances implicate him as a willing participant. Dr. Wenthe pointed 

out that I was breaking my stanzas arbitrarily (and this was not the only example of this 

problem) and cutting across the grain of the tension, thereby diluting the coherence I was 

seeking. By giving up on how the poem looked on the page (a holdover from my training 

and/or insistence as an undergraduate), I was able to expose and exploit the tensions in 

the poem and (hopefully) realize a more satisíying conclusion. 

In this third group the reader finds imitative poems based on influential writers I 

have encountered. This group is perhaps the most successfiil on the one hand, and yet 

may be the first one I abandon, as merely a step in the process of my full realization as a 

poet. While I agree with the mimetic approach as a tool in the pursuit of honing the craft 

of poetry writing, the end product should ultimately reflect the individual creative 

wellspring of the author. 

"The Hour Before Speech" resides under the shadow of Wallace Stevens, and 

though I like the poem, I am not sure how successfully it represents his style or grace in 

the presentation of a search for signiflcance. "Chimera" is an attempt to echo Hart Crane 

with his fabulous vocabulary with words like "infrangible," "infracted," argosy," and 

"vulpine." The creation of this poem was directly influenced by Crane's "Voyages." 



The poem titied "Y" is a rebuttal to Chad Davidson's "A." Since I was exploring 

the boundaries (at least for me) of language and form I grouped these six together in this 

third group based on linguistic similarities. "Y" was fun to write both for the wordplay 

involved as well as working in a prose style. And though the "A" poem was the catalyst, 

once I started down the "Y" path the poem evolved in its own way. And though it is 

difficult to read out loud, the one time I did, the audience seemed to enjoy it: one of the 

few poems (okay, it's the only one!) I have ever written in which I was able to develop 

and exploit humor. 

"From the Reservoir of Instinct" (the defmition of Freud's id) was a mimetic 

exercise to/for B.H. Fairchild. I was quite resistant to the idea of treading through 

someone else's territory so directly; however, this poem both surprised and pleased me. 

It surprised me because, while it was difficult to write, I was able to fmd a voice that 

stayed consistent throughout the piece. And it pleased me because I was able to pull it 

off within the constraints of a rhyme scheme. 

In many respects, this poem demonstrated to me that I had reached another level 

of creative awareness, specifically in my ability to sustain a believable narrative voice 

throughout a poem. And I was able to weave multiple metaphors throughout the piece as 

well; the Oz/tomado/Ieaving home/identity notions that come together "stacked like 

shelves/anticipate chance under a twisted sky." Thus, I found a coherence to my work 

that I think may have been lacking in earlier pieces. 

One of the main poetic tools iterated by both B.H. Fairchild and John Poch was 

the idea of appropriation. I understand appropriation as differing from mimesis in the 



sense that appropriation could include any number of ways to lift an idea or word from 

another context, whereas, miming for me suggests an imitation of the overall stmcture of 

"Ceremony" is an obviously borrowed trope from Ezra Pound's translations of LiPo. I 

love the delicacy in the language and tried to recreate it for myself (I have been 

unsuccessfully trying this same idea with Octavio Paz's work.) In "Ceremony," my goal 

was to keep the language fluid, precise and understated; in other words, I wanted the 

stmcture of the story to overshadow the words, yet allow the words to support it with as 

much strength as possible. In a very palpable sense, this was accomplished with the 

wisteria image, offset with the idea of storks (and of course the implications of that 

image). And I loved the idea of unrequited love that exists between the two characters, 

though physical closeness remains absent. 

The flnal poem in this small crowd is the bmtal narration in "Toadlickers." 

Though this poem is of my own invention (the story was told to me years ago and the title 

was appropriated from Dr. Poch), I felt it registered similarities and differences with the 

others in the group. I see similarities in its use of both language and image as a 

supplement/complement—everything about it seems distant: pace, conversational tone, 

street language, violence, prose form. I wanted to show the ultimate disconnect in 

relationships; show the primacy of actions directed from the id of individuals. 

The other reason I included this poem here with these others was to shake 

the reader awake, and show that love, relationships, tmst—all those relative 

connections—are not simply emotional problems (though that is also true in this poem) 

but also contain an element of physical and psychic danger, present in all relationships. 



that must receive attention as well. Another issue I encountered as an undergraduate was 

the idea that sometimes poetry shows us things we would rather not see. I see this poem 

as a necessary counterpoint to my sometimes hyper-romantic vision of the world. 

In this fourth section, I do tend to romanticize situations, but I trust I do it with 

competence and believability. I open it with the problem of being "In Love with a 

Married Woman." This short section of four poems is my attempt to portray the fiction 

and fantasy (for me) of Beethoven's beloved Elise. My goal here, initiated by 

"Birthday Sonata 38" which was an outpouring leftover from my attempts at the San Juan 

Writer's Workshop last summer, was to create the palpable embodiment of a melody. I 

wanted my "Elise" to be beautiful (without ever stating that fact), talented and ultimately, 

unavailable. Even in the final poem of this section, "Tulips," the narrator wants a reality 

that he carmot achieve, raising once again the theme of a missed coimection. 

My most signifícant poem here I feel is "Piano Lessons." This is the only poem 

in this entire collection that actually grew longer throughout the revision process. The 

primary reason I feel this poem was another leap for me was the way it felt finished, as if 

it was done with me. Every other revision began (and sometimes ended) with the 

realization that I was overwriting, resulting in much of the poem being deleted. More 

often than not, I was guilty of my main criticism of my contemporaries: an inability to 

tmst the images and lines to do the work of developing, sustaining and concluding the 

emotional resonance in the poem. 

The key changes in this poem concemed developing and enhancing the images 

already present in early drafts. I wanted to focus on a few specific tropes: flying. 



fruit/tree and frustration. And I wanted the language to explode off the page the way 

notes would fly from a musical instmment. I worked constantly on this one until I found 

"twitchy wood," "aviates the bench," and "slat wire basket." I wanted this girl to stay in 

the reader's memory; I wanted to think that each time the reader heard the phrase "piano 

lessons" he/she would think of plums, sun and confmement. 

The final section of flve poems underscores the need to know where we are in a 

poem, as these all deal with geography and/or weather in some respect. These five 

poems are all completely fictional as well. This ability to invent a believable persona and 

arena within the scope of a poem is a fairly recent occurrence for me. In my spring 

workshop with WiIIiam Wenthe, I fînally realized a fictional persona in a poem based on 

my complicated and composite past. This was an incredibly liberating experience for me. 

Unlike the fírst group in this collection, which is almost wholly biographical, the rest of 

the collection is complete and total invention. 

"Fleur-de-Lis" combines a setting of odd love with the mythical history of Joan 

of Arc within the setting of a solitary figure listening to the nature's night music. The 

juxtaposition of these elements creates some interesting tensions. Though like other 

poems, it relies on details to flesh out these tensions; the fact is that each stanza occurs 

in a different time and place, adding a level of complexity to the overall situation by 

complicating the connective ideas. Each one is reflective of the other, re-enforcing the 

images and emotions, with the hope of creating some sense of synergy between the 

stanzas, creating a diachronic linkage between time frames. 



The next two, "Veering From the Ocean" and "Forgetting Thursdays" deal with 

more abstract kinds of ideas. These two poems bring out the use of contradictory terms, 

such as "the noise of mistakes, the harvest of rain" at the ending of "Veering." And this 

poem is another foray into the use of form and rhyme, forcing me to concentrate language 

into rhetorically believable images. "Thursdays" represents a mission of verbal 

immediacy, meaning that I wanted each word to build into the line, then builds into the 

stanza, without any waste or over-insinuation. I wanted to explore odd pairings, like 

"Today there is no sim but a suggestion" as a way to dramatize images with abstractions. 

I was influenced by the movie, "The Girl with the Pearl Earring," based on the life of 

Vermeer. I tried to impart a deeper understanding of how words can be exploited to re-

invent and re-vitalize imaginary language, like a painter blending paints in an attempt to 

highlight the subtleties of the subject. 

"The Eyes in My Head..." initially started out as an angry yovmg man poem, 

responding to an essay by Yusef Komunyakaa. My initial attempt was an utter diatribe, 

not really a poem at all. But I remembered something Fairchild had told the graduate 

students during his visit here, about trying not to see something straight on, but out of the 

periphery of your poetic sight. Thus I abandoned my anger, and appropriated the theme 

from a misinterpreted title (on my part) of Komunyakaa's, set the stage in a bayou, since 

Komunyakaa is from Louisiana, and proceeded from there. 

The final poem in this set, "Stargazing at Weeds in the Sky," and of the entire 

work presented here, was chosen because of the last line, and the overall theme of a 

Copemican revolution intertwined within the context of a childhood relationship. With 



the word "Weeds" in the title, I kept the horticultural theme, an obvious link to many of 

the other poems, and coupled it with Copemicus' cosmological inversion. I wanted to 

develop the concept that though we focus on relationships in immediate emotional terms, 

these relationships cut across all aspects of our moorings as human beings. 

Since I began with the idea of development, development of the self as a result of 

interacting with others, I did not intend for the reader to come through unscathed or 

unchanged, and certainly not locked into any ideological prism of my invention. What I 

want is for my reader to bring his/her experiences to bear on these words, interact 

emotionally and intellectually, and then feel liberated in a positive way by the realization 

that being human, by defmition, means being a relational creature, and to further the 

cause of self-creation. Each person has a talent, and poetry—well-constmcted poetry— 

has the potential to unveil that reality for an audience. The sense we all tend to carry of 

insignificance or incompleteness is a myth I wish to dissolve for others and for myself 

This is why I wanted to end with this particular poem, to show I am implicated in this 

web as well, but that change is possible, both intemal and extemal, if one remains willing 

to hear "the stars in your voice." 
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CHAPTERII 

POEMS 



Darkroom 

You come here to develop 
ceUuloid replicas of pelicans 
clouding a pristine lake soaking 
South Dakota, both of us sUent 
on the shore That day bright 
gravel crvmched like parchment 
as you bent to the edge, jumped 
on pine tabletops seeking perspective. 

Now, you swdtch on the red light, 
rummage for the blood-colored 
polish you call—Evermore 
and break down your art, into terms 
of substance and density, frame 
and fiU, tone, contrast; imlike 
me who broke down our marriage. 

You come here to see the plastic 
finit of your labors: a simtset 
over the foothiUs, the perfect tilt 
of a ghetto kid's grin, ice 
mushrooms in spring. And you 
spend hovirs leaning past subjects, 
fínd yourself a persistent voyeur, 
then sUp a smile from the sleeve 
of your face, expose the negative 
to light, deliver dripping wet a silver 
prayer plastered to the linoleum 
of our bathroom wall. 
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Nude Aspect of Astrology 

A woman and I stand 
suspect on the second 
story of a redwood strand. 

Autimin rains pearl 
our hair. Our skin 
pools forward, swirls 

fingertip to fíngertip, 
touch for touch, deliberate. 
A kiss departs lip to Up, 

explores your mouth 
as tongue and tongue ship out: 
saiUng north, landing south. 

The rain mshes and we seize 
beyond our past— 
clean as we breathe: 

two bodies pressed 
tight, haLf-smQe quiet 
against each other's wet chest. 

The honked cars and geese insist 
we, vmtitled, embrace this being 
human, melt into the missed. 
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Awake in the Alamo 

I lay on the waterbed, Ups wet 
with the gold stench of Corona. 
On the waU, Uke sleep ig bats, 
your pictures: pink flamingos splashing 
in Albuquerque; the fíeld of wUdflowers, 
some stumbled upon meadow you found 
trekking solo; a self-portrait: Star-of-David 
painted on your left cheek as a red parasol 
garrisons Nordic blonde hair, painted Ups 
pressed tight in a pout, resistant to flash. 

Suspended in the window float velour 
Valentine hearts chUdren love and have grovra 
accustomed to; outside the mesquite quietly buds. 
I roU restless, spy myself in the glass globe 
atop your abandoned vanity, which distorts 
Uke an Escher print and I see behind me 
that paper tapestry push-piimed to the wall, 
certified for pubUc schools, the naU 
poUsh trace marking your destination 
on my yeUow map of Texas. 
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Relative in Little Rock 

After his funeral with the gorgeous 
UUes, Easter and tiger, colored stiff 
and open, the spathiphyUums' attentive 
white hoods afloat in the interior 
dusk, my cousin retumed home 
to the three story emptiness, told four 
sons goodnight, puUed off her black 
dress, drew a bath not too hot, 
spUt her wrists, pale as church candles, 
over the sUver blades steeled 
between her knees, the ones used 
to cut delphiniums blown open 
in her garden. For a moment 
she watched blood sluice down 
her shins, then sUpped into the tub 
to wait for the coimective sleep. 
I wonder if I share those molecules: 
if the phone rang crying a story 
of absence, if I could steal out 
to the shed for shears, tum water 
into a bath—^prune myself back. 
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Sleeping with the Sideman 

I remember thinking 
as cigarette smoke lazed 
past ceiUng fans and dyed hair 
how thick his fingers might feel 
caressing my hoUow body 
as I watched him sUde 
the long-necked bottle 
up and down the steel strings 
of his Rickenbacher, 
my voice leading 

with a weU-rehearsed twang. 
I sing broken-heart country 
with a rock beat sting: one mistress 
voice, two lonesome guitars. 
I sing how a woman loves tangled 
in legs and purpose peeUng clothes 
Uke veneer sotmding each man 
sUent and naked hearing the red 
echo in the canyon beneath skin. 
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Watching Blondes at the Saigon Café 

LUce knights at a round table 
we decorate the restaurant's 
front window waiting on spring 
roUs and crab wonton appetizers 
before the main dishes arrive. 

WeU versed in faUure, I reíuse 
to commit more than a glance 
towards the queue of order-placers 
fluorescent in the November night. 
One of us is married, waited on 

soup kept hot over fondue flame; 
one of us checks the tight-jeaned 
boyfiiends; one of us wants 
nothing more than to watch 
the sculptured sUces of cool air 

between bites of fiied vegetables 
and tofii; and one of us pretends 
interest with off the cuff comments 
of hUdng boots and ladders: leading 
up to a heaven we wiU never know. 
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Beachfront 

Sand sugars the tops of our feet. 
Stars interlaced Uke fíngers 
stmggle with darkness, yet 
continue to pop through 
their plush fabric. I love 
this night ink, pricked deep 
with information in our blood 
staged left of oceanside, as we 
acknowledge with a poUshed kiss 
the ebb of pain, the fiiU flow 
of nude body srrdle in dvme 
dazzled moonUght. 

Your steep-tongued fíre sizzles 
moist in my mouth, down and gritty. 
The days of these past weeks sanded 
in the leamed touch: that burgundy 
rough hard to ignore. You dismiss 
the darkroom hours alone, wanting 
moon Ut dunes behind your body, 
in the china sand dance of night. 
Undemeath your skirt aU pulse 
and passion in motion, then stUlness 
of the afterbreath, the bouquet 
of promises handmade along 
bordering rúght, cut blank without 
the signature of your face. 
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Epiphany 

One day you wake up and know 
you were meant to stir the fire 
with your right hand, hold 
the beer bottle in your left 
through the soUtary night 
and remember the local flame 
at the comer store with two kids: 
caU her back. 
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TimberUne 

MoonUght 
snakes 
onto 
now 
opened 
eyes 
asl 
rattle 
beyond 
the 
cayenne 
Une 
drawn 
byher 
scarlet 
tipped 
fínger 
s-ing 
across 
skin 
without 
waking 
that 
diamond 
back 
coUed 
inovu" 
ceUs. 
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Vacant Lot 

Sand whiter than gauze 
salts her blue sandals 
in the mirrored shimmy 
ofsummer. Svmglare fíres 
this dead acre, spotty 
with rastblood remnants 
of used rigs, graced deep 
in bindweed and faUure. 

On the side of an asphalt 
highway we surface 
after a weekend. You 
raise your glasses 
for a kiss. I look down 
on purslane, pink 
and careless. 

Our cars mvirmur as you 
fingertip away, mouth 
I love you 
through road-grimed 
glass, whUe I sweat, 
wait for you to look 
back, empty my eyes 

as I drive towards town 
unwUUng to dissolve 
under this pUIar of heat. 
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The Hovu- Before Speech 

The body wanders into clothing, a doorway, 
moming, coffee sUks the brackish 
tongue along the waUc bordered by roses 
and their pushy promise of color. 

Under the eave of fíUgree leaf, spiders 
web Uke shadows or lovers. Before these 
roses, this land under the sky fíUed 
with bronze horsemen, and before them, 

wandering tribes depicting deeds 
on the easels of caves. And before, 
a maximum blue residence, the ocean 
of fathers and mothers, and before them 

the wet sun. And before the vmtried sun, 
the posture of something stirring in starsand 
emptiness. Today rosebuds may crack 
open—splash their consteUation of color. 
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Chimera 

Soft as chiffon, 
infringed by the rippUng svm, her skin 
seasons the dormant yard. 

Beneath the argot noise of trees 
I partake the infrangible day. 

The shift of her sUks the petaUed noon. 

Corpuscular wiU in cirms blood 
binds ovir separated hearts 
weathered by infracted cmsh 

as she stains Uke gold in her shift 
of satin, stands to shear the rose, bloom 
from stem, sUent as svmUght. 

I voyage the argosy of grass 

through the glass of the moment 
vulpine as thoms. 

You hand me the signature of today's 
crystal, a prism in a garden 
of eyes—corpus delecti. 
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Why? asked the glass sea-horses, 
curling like questions. 

Omeros—Derek Walcott 

You see it beginning this sentence, pedestaled v, the connective tissue of curtaUed Unes, 
the penuhimate fork to fiU Uterary needs, less gkimorous than a perhaps—so consider it 
the epoxy of odd endings to suggest Ukeness, as in "her hair shone more glassy than a 
chrome yoni dangUng from the mirror of her ex-boyfriend's jalopy," or a state or quaUty 
Uke "'h.cx jealousy of the new girl in the back seat with her legs spread ̂ ''ed." 

Although yoked in the middle-chUd trio of xyz, as opposed to the primitive positioi ng of 
abc, this 1,2,3, is not as much fim as the cardinal post of the punctuated Y precursor to 
MCA. The dance continues in the geometry of angles, the trine of lines heading away 
from the center of beginnmgs, and a backwards gknce to causaUty in the worldly 
homonym: why. 

Then the y 's names: YAHWEH, Yenta, yeti—^the playa lakes of myth, myth, and myth. 
And, of course^eí, the superior in the binary of permissiveness, then the chromosomal 
signature, dangUng like some wom out teenager, and the coupUng with another second 
simply to get by. WhUe the peachblood svmset in sUced porcine lunchmeat mvmched 
along the banks of the Ypiranga inverts the whole alpha spectacle, the yo-yoing yoga 
yoke of the third eye cries out for the yegg of the Yukon yogi. Some may chat up the 
arrogance of a, but those on the sly prefer the subtlety ofy. 
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From the Reservoir of Instinct 

So if she hadn't run away from home 
to save Toto from destmction, 
had the window not cracked her bone 
into coma-colored constmction, 

had she stayed penned without a fíght, 
caved to Miss Gulch Uke the rest, 
afraid of her money, position, and spite, 
stepped from home onto someone's chest, 

we wouldn't identify with the whirlwind 
decision to hit the road, tmst in fate, 
sequence our steps to begin again, 
or breach the howl beyond the gate. 

But we have aU done the same, at one 
time or another, revealed anger in hurt, 
felt the mby sting, the cut and run 
option over reason, Uke vmsettled dirt 

that stvins the air viscous v^th debris, 
the actmg out of "to heU with you" 
in the mad flap of distance. Then see 
in marvelous words what you can do 

to help yourself heal from the travmia 
of broken glass and transformations 
drafted outside in tomadic drama: 
the f mneled joggle of information 

swirled in fiiends, relatives, and hates: 
a bent-nose biddy broomed with flair 
flying back to her monkeyed estate, 
or was that her Aunt vdth varicose hair? 

Tough to decipher from the pictograph 
cycled through the crystal, Uke the sUt 
of home or prison, when to laugh 
or cry, or whom to tmst when we wUt 
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from the lack of support for ourselves. 
So we refuse help and wave good-bye 
to the dusty days stacked Uke shelves: 
anticipate chance under a twisted sky. 
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Ceremony 

(a fictional translation) 

Li Po waits beneath the fragrant droop of wisteria budding the waU arovmd Ten Kai's 
castle, Ustens for the nightingale. 

The daughter T'ai wakes at dawn, sUps into her sUk robe, binds back her midnight hair 
with storkbone, 

runs to the window before mbdng her breakfast in the porcelain blue bowl her father— 
General Ten Kai— 

won at the frontier, disbeUevmg a thief, the dead mfifian Rhon Tu, could lead an army 
against his arrows and armor. 

Leaning out toward the purple fragrance, she hears the mstle of thmsh, the foUage 
of her youthful eyes rising to the svm. 

The youngest T'ai cannot marry before her older sisters. 
Each moming her eyes widen at the tendrUs. 
Li Po smUes at the dust over his boot-tips as sparrows empt past his vigUant gaze. 
Moming combs the air. 
He stays outside by ephemeral green, cvu-led in magenta perflime—attentive for the sound 

of storks rising off the pond. 
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ToadUckers 

this is no goddamned country to wander alone 
john doe 

She appeared, shaped by the side of the road. Go fígure. We blew past at 110. Corett 
was red fiicking hot for her—the mystery of the road—said he could smell her. We 
flipped a bitch twdce and puUed up next to her, aU smUes and tom leather— t̂he cvmt and 
get it Queen of Hearts. Her face fleshed the moist etch of seduction. She didn't speak 
and we had a joint stuffed between her Ups before she was buckled between our bananaed 
pants. The pastel heat bled through the open windows, scorching our stringy hair. I 
popped a top and pushed it up to her. Two pit stops and fíve hours later we had her in the 
desert night—^kneeUng with a gvm to her head, feeUng her work, you could almost smeU 
her m the cactus. 
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In Love With A Married Woman 

She wUI give you weekends 
and an occasional aftemoon stretched 
in the fíreUght of her caress. 

And you know this defínition of love 
defíes logic, when you cave vmder 
the mstmction of her pale brown hand. 

But you continue in coded whispers, 
the skim of a glance, the white Ues 
for the benefít of fiiends and famUy 

about the geography of bodies. 
Then one day you wake up 
by her side in the crinkled sheets 

soaked in a smUe which washes away 
the feast of the svm, her face murmurs 
to you wait on tomorrows fiiU of her, 

to pack your bags ready for the quick 
night—a caravan of promise— 
locked m the balance of holding hands. 
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Piano Lessons 

Notes bmise and spread from beneath 
the lUt of her hands. This eiftemoon 

her head bums Uke a park in the svm. 
She strokes the ivory leaves, a push 

then retum, told to think about them 
soft as a kiss, another way to breathe. 

Outside, working boys shadow branches, 
comb plvuns from pmned trees as she tUts 

her head, elevates her eyes to a window 
fleshing out their quickening sUhouettes. 

She aviates the bench as the boys pass 
the twitchy wood, fínger plucking fiiiit, 

their hands stained darker than rain clouds 
the grip and snap, automatic, blur of wings 

then soft drop into their slat wire baskets. 
At times she pauses to watch them drink, 

their empty backs nvizzUng the brovm bark: 
a momentary breath or crackle of laughter 

as music breezes through the blanched room. 
She tums the page, boys retum to their trees 

and she is told again to Uft her wrists, free 
to navigate Uke birds: practice, practice. 
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BUthday Sonata 38 

Peacock taUs sweep outside beneath 
the sash. Oval under sheets her sUence 
flames the wUd roar of possibUity. 

Birthdays were never her forte: 
conditions prescribed by candleUght 
plvunage, the breath's heavy blow, 

eUiptical words caked by smUes. 
In the overwide briUiance of white 
she quietly remembers playing 

"Fur EUse," the cool keys bovmg 
under the nascent plush of her touch, 
the pleasurable ache in the beauty 

of someone else'spain. Sherises 
in darkness, deUcate as a shadow, 
whUe iridescent feathers sport idle 

in the yard. Remembrance shades 
like a kiss as she Ustens for that wUd 
tangent: the tight whisper of her name. 
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TuUps 

Svm shines through the wdndow of our car 
onto your face as you sleep sitting up 
your fingers intuitive with mine. 

This drop of moment makes me think 
of the possibiUty of angels, 
as cotton fields blur past, ready to strip, 

the boUs bovmd like clouds. In this trace 
of sUence, knowing sleep removes 
the pain of mistakes, I want to see you 

in a painting: planting bulbs in the warm 
November soU, glancUig back at me, 
red sand glossy on your snow white hands. 
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Fleur de Lis 

Yesterday my lover bumed over her birthmark 
with a bayonet sterUized in CEindleUght. We made 
love in an evergreen cove at another stormy graveyard 
as she cracked open Uke a tattooed Uly on scorched 
skm soU. She sleeps in the earth of my heart 

Uke a Joan of Arc flying her battle flag: three petals on an azure fíeld 
bursting into flame behmd her. I want to bury boots in earth, foUow a smaU 
girl on fíre. I want to bvrni with her, scream out insults across hot water, drunk 
on blood—an aftemoon of arteries and cartUage, misplaced pieces of bodies 
aU bloom and color over tight grovmd: resolute Utter from a fanatic sky. 

Tonight crickets stridulate outside my window 
with their longshot scratch-glass lovesongs echoing 
off through the darkness. I am addicted to the memory 
of liUes as they trumpet another odd spring, greener 
staUcs, flagged v^th camage-colored blossoms. 
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Veering from the Ocean 

We mow the world lookmg for a tight edge 
to mark our boundaries outside the skin 
of simple want, to scratch the pul^ wedge 

stUl grounded in the flannel of some sin 
vmidentified, grown from a chUd's breach 
of person, place, or thing, beyond our reach 

in the tensUe tmst of the vmiverse. 
We comb the landscape for usefiil clues, 
test the fit of our selves out there; reverse 

those attempts to peg us to the masthead 
of conformity, to not drown but suffiise 
in buoyant sunUght and the vast red 

dirt of hormonal emotion. So steel 
those quick senses in nothing left to lose 
but ignorance and what it means to feel: 

the wave of motion vmder stable feet 
the step from deck to plank and back again 
the grit between the toes, then to repeat 
the noise of mistakes, the harvest of rain. 
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Forgetting Thursdays 

Snow covers the shoulders of the earth 
blooms Uke stardust on my saUcloth jacket. 

Unplanted snapdragons squandered crisp 
huddle transient and root-bovmd in plastic. 

Today there is no sun but a suggestion. 
Branches cheat the shivering wind. 

Clouds have become one without pause. 
Earth wears the sky's bUnd choice of fvir. 

A poem once remembered wanders outside 
the frozen pond of brain cubed like ice 

or firewood left vmused on the porch. 
Cats paw the low glass of a back door: 

a leftover gate wdth the msty bark of hinge. 
Sometimes bodies make theU own decisions: 

like exit, always the easiest of choices. 
On their own snow crystals sparkle. 
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The Eyes In My Head Refuse To Apologize 

Death has always accompanied me 
as it probably has you, if you had bothered 
to brook its damp presence. 

Granddaddy told about cat skmning, 
aU the ways bayou boys would scrape and eat 
drowned kittens in the meltdown of fim, 

unftirled Uke a rebel flag hvmg over 
the mstic sheU of our Studebaker Hawk 
never quite gotten arovmd to. 

Sure you fought the overseas sUme, 
brainless as the rest, constantly 
checking the geography of skin, color 

coding the dead wdth toe tags, forgetting 
the storied hordes which frightened you 
as a chUd, vmcurled in tattletale tongues 

and stickpm voodoo. And now again, 
adult and decorated, you wasp along 
on the back page of your age, spout 

"Goddamns" at poUticians and quarterbacks 
who don't play by your honeycombed 
superstitions, and once more drown out 

the bagged squeal of change in the stagnant 
scratch of slow green time. 
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Stargazing at Weeds m the Sky 

So if Copemicus had been a woman 
mapping heaven one starUt moment 
at a tUne, torturing us inside out, 
could we stUl beUeve our spot under the sun? 

On a summer camp night we ride 
the counselor's high beam flashUght 
to the buckle of Orion. 
I feel your eyes as we watched 
over the naked red mapies holding 
the creekbed. 

Or would we meander to the pancake edge 
worried about the loss of ships, vmseen serpents, 
or worse, the face of an unseen god? 

Later, clustered in the field 
rodents waiting to nm 
time seeped past touch, gathered 
with more force than a thvmderstorm 
lost over Oklahoma, 
as one by one, the stars in your voice 
traced the arc of revoh 
and erased that fantasy holding court in my eyes. 
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